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Results are given here of magnetotelluric investigations of 19 long-period magnetotelluric 
soundings along the NW-SE oriented Pannonian Geotraverse during the past eight years. After a 
brief description of the data acquisition systems and data processing methods used the measured 
and interpreted data, giving information about both the deep structure of the lithosphere/astheno- 
sphere and the basinal structure of the region, are presented.

Based on 1-D inversions of sounding curves and also on different (Occam- and RRI) 2-D 
inversions along the Geotraverse the main conclusions are as follows.

— The average asthenospheric depth — based on the relationship between the asthenospheric 
depth and the regional heat flow and on other related information — was found to be in the range 
of 50-70 km, depending on the type of curve and number of sites taken into consideration.

— Although the near-surface electric inhomogeneities distort the MT sounding curves, it can 
be realized that below narrow, deep extensional 3-D subbasins, like the Békés graben, conducting 
asthenospheric plumes come up to a depth of about 40 km in accordance with the upwelling of the 
highly dense mantle material, indicated by gravity anomalies and the recent seismic results in the 
region.

— The stable magnetotelluric anisotropy (which can be found everywhere in the Pannonian 
Basin) is due to structural inhomogeneities.
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1. Introduction — MT results in the past

The Pannonian Geotraverse (PGT1) — according to the definition of the 
International Lithosphere Programme (ILP) — is an interdisciplinary research 
profile (or zone), which crosses Hungary in the NW-SE direction in the 
eastern part of the Pannonian Basin including the following main tectonic 
units or geological formations from north towards south:

—  the Paleozoic Gemericum
— the Miocene andesites of the Mátra Mts
— Szolnok flysch belt (supposed by some authors to be the contact 

zone of the two microplates of the Pannonian Basin)
— typical 3-D subbasins of the Great Hungarian Plain, e.g. narrow, 

extensional Békés graben (Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1. Simplified isopach map of the Neogene-Quarternary formations [after Jiricek 1979 
from Horvath and Royden 1981]. Key: 1—1 km and 2 km depth isolines; 2—3 km and 4 km 
depth isolines; 3—Pre-Neogene outcrops; 4—Flysch Carpathians and timing of their major de

formations [after Jiricek 1979]; 5—Foredeep molasse 
1. ábra. Egyszerűsített izopach térkép a neogén-kvarter formációkról (Jiricek [1979] után 

Horváth és Royden [1981] tanulmányából): 1—1 és 2 km-es mélység izovonalak; 2—3 és 4 
km-es mélység izonovalak; 3—Preneogén kibúvások; 4—Flis Kárpátok és a nagyobb defor

mációk ideje millió évben [Jiricek 1979 után]; 5—Molasz az elősüllyedékben
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Fig. 2. Isopach map of the eastern part of the Pannonian Basin [Horváth and Royden 1981] 
with the MT sites along the Pannonian Geotraverse (PGT1) [Ádám et al. 1993]

2. ábra. A Pannon-medence keleti felének izopach térképe (Horváth és Royden [1981] után) a 
Pannon Geotraverz (PGT1) mentén mért MT helyekkel [Ádám et al. 1993]

(See these structures and the PGT1 profile on the isopach map of the 
Pannonian Basin in Figs. 1 and 2.)

The length of the PGT1 is about 200 km.
This paper reports on the acquisition, processing and interpretation of 

the 19 (in some cases only 17) magnetotelluric (MT) deep soundings 
measured along the PGT1.

Telluric and magnetotelluric research already has a long (more than 40 
years) tradition in Hungary and at the very beginning of the sixties it led to 
some fundamental statements concerning the physics and structure of deep 
Earth in the Pannonian Basin, viz.

—  the regional structure of the highly resistive basement of the basin 
and its inhomogeneities (basin and range) [Ádám and VERŐ 1964, 
1967]

—  upwelling of the asthenosphere under the hot basin [mantle diapir, 
ÁDÁM 1963, 1965]
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— regional anisotropy of the resistivity distribution in connection with 
tectonics [ÁDÁM 1969]

— conducting Paleozoic graphitic formations and their role in tecto
nics and seismicity of the area [ÁDÁM 1971, 1992, ÁDÁM and 
Verő 1964, Takács 1968]

— relation of the depth of the crustal and mantle conductivity 
anomalies to the regional heat flow [ÁDÁM 1976, 1978], etc.

In consequence of the improvement of MT instruments by the introduc
tion of the digital technique both the quantity and quality of the MT 
measurements have been increased in Hungary, and the basic statements of 
the resistivity distribution in the underground have been proved. The MT 
method itself went through a significant development. So far mostly the EM 
distortions caused by resistivity inhomogeneities have been clarified by using 
mainly numerical methods (modelling, inversion, decomposition). (One of 
the first classical papers of this kind was published by BERDICHEVSKY and 
Dmitriev in 1976.) If we wish to refine the above mentioned statements 
concerning the physics of the deep Earth in the Pannonian Basin, distortion 
theories should be taken into consideration.

The present paper first of all aimed at determining the relationship 
between the apparent depth of the electric asthenosphere — obtained by 
formal 1-D or 2-D MT inversions — and the real depth derived by taking 
into account the possible EM distortions.

As conclusions, the connection of the regional asthenospheric depth with 
the heat flow and the link between the conductive mantle plume and the 
seismic horizons as well as gravity and magnetic anomalies below the Békés 
graben will be discussed.

2. MT data acquisition along the Pannonian Geotraverse

As the sedimentary basin in the Great Hungarian Plain is covered by 
thick sediment (more than 2 km) of low resistivity (Figs. 1 and 2), investi
gation of the Earth’s crust and mantle needs very long period EM variations. 
Therefore, instead of induction coil highly sensitive (s < 0.01 nT) and very 
stable static magnetic variometers have been used to record geomagnetic field 
variations [ÁDÁM and MAJOR 1967]. With these variometers, geomagnetic 
variations of any long period can be recorded. Generally periods longer than
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T= 1 hour (in some cases longer than half a day) have been used for soundings. 
They are especially needed to indicate the asthenosphere by the Rhomax curves 
(of quasi 5-polarization?) as strong galvanic distortion (5-effect) can shift the 
indication of the asthenosphere towards the longer periods. The lower period 
limit of these instruments is some seconds due to the eigenperiod of about 
2 s of the recording system, therefore the sediment cover cannot be resolved 
into individual layers. (The short period observation is first of all the task of 
the Hungarian Oil Company (MOL) in Hungary, since this organization is 
interested in near-surface exploration.) In the Great Hungarian Plain we 
succeeded in selecting undisturbed measuring sites for deep investigation, 
hence the application of the remote reference station could be omitted. Two 
of the deep soundings (Litke, Gyula 94) were measured by digital MT 
instrumentation by the Geophysical Institute of the Polish Academy of 
Sciences. The upper period-limit of these soundings is more than 104 s.

3. MT data processing

The MT data processing at GGKI is based on the program by Verő 
[1972] which has been supplemented during the last two decades by new 
parts. Nowadays many authors, first of all Larsen [1977], Bahr [1988] and 
GROOM and Bailey [1989, 1991] elaborated theories and numerical tech
niques for determining a galvanic electric scattering or distortion operator in 
the regional 2-D co-ordinate frame. Among the studies of these techniques 
both on models and field data GROOM et al.’s [1993] and JONES et al. ’s [1993] 
papers are to be mentioned. The description of the impedance tensor in these 
cases is given by the following formula:

Z(co) = R(e)C(&)
0

-Z ±(co)
Zjj (a) 

0
RT(Q)

( 1)
where —- C(0) according to the supposition — is the frequency independent 
‘distortion operator’, 5(0) the rotation operator, Zj| the impedance associated

with the Transverse Electric (ТЕ) mode (i.e. E-polarization), and ZL is the 
impedance of the Transverse Magnetic (TM) (i.e. 5-polarization) model.

It is questionable whether Bahr’s or GROOM and Bailey’s decomposi
tion can be carried out along the Pannonian Geotraverse as their precondition 
is a ‘2-D resistivity distribution’. According to Figs. 1 and 2, this condition
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is generally not fulfilled as will later be shown by the typical 3-D Békés 
graben which belongs to ‘Class 7: a regional 3-D anomaly’ in Bahr’s [1991] 
classification. The 3-D/3-D scattering model (i.e. 3-D regional structure 
distorted by 3-D near-surface inhomogeneity) cannot be treated. Our special 
study [Ádám 1969] discusses a kind of regional conductivity anomaly 
appearing in other parts of the Pannonian Basin, especially in the Transdanu- 
bian Central Range. We shall try to apply the decomposition for these data 
sets.

4. MT sounding curves (Rho,cp), static shift (site gain) and 
directional characteristics

a) Rho sounding curves

As a part of Verő’s MT data processing program [Verő 1972], the 
measuring coordinate system is to be rotated to determine the Zxy(Q) and 
Zxx(&) polar diagrams. The Zxy(&) extreme values serve for computing 
Rhomax and Rhomin and their phases.

The Rhomax sounding curves (Fig. 3) — not taking into account the 
strongly different curves of station Terpes (Те) galvanically distorted by local 
3-D inhomogeneity — form two groups: one is characteristic of the Great 
Hungarian Plain, the other one of the North Hungarian Central Range, i.e. 
they express regional peculiarities. Their drawing together on the basis of 
their geometric mean for static shift correction would result in the elimination 
of the real regional difference. At T— 25 s the computed average resistivity 
values are:

Great Hungarian Plain: 5.87 ±1.56 ilm  (n= 13)

North Hungarian Central Range: 27.2 ±7.4 £2m (n = 5) 
n = data number. The scatter in both cases is about 27 per cent.

The Rhomax curves in the ‘5-interval’ indicating the resistive basement 
are steeper than the Rhomin curves, i.e. they are less influenced by the side 
(induction) effect. The inverted resistivity of the basement is generally more 
than 100 Qm and so it is nearer to the borehole logging data than that derived 
from Rhomin curves (see 1-D inversion profiles in Figs. 15 and 16). On the 
basis of these peculiarities of the Rhomax curves and of their directional
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Fig. 3. RhOmax curves (See abbreviations in Table I)

3. ábra. RhOmax görbék (L. a rövidítéseket az I. táblázatban)

characteristics as well as of the relation of the latter ones to the tectonic lines, 
one can suppose that the Rhomax curves better approximate the character of 
ß-polarization (TM mode). The weak indication of the conductive astheno- 
sphere below a thick resistive lithosphere also hints at this character.

In the case of the Rhomin sounding curves (Fig. 4) the above-mentioned 
two groups — measured in the Great Hungarian Plain and in the North 
Hungarian Central Range — do not separate from each other so clearly as in
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Fig. 4. Rhomin curves (See abbreviations in Table I)
4. ábra. Rhomin görbék (L. a rövidítéseket az I. táblázatban)

the case of Rhomax curves. This phenomenon also hints at the induction (side) 
effect appearing more strongly in the Rhomjn curves, and so giving them 
E-polarization (ТЕ mode) character. The resistivity values at 25 s are:

Great Hungarian Plain: 3.83 ±1.36 Dm (35 per cent) (n = 14)

North Hungarian Central Range: 11.4 ±1.68 Qm (15 per cent) (n=4)

The basement resistivity obtained by 1-D inversion from Rhomin curves 
is generally less than 100 Dm, in some cases even less than 10 Dm due to
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very strong EM distortion (side effect) or partly because of the anisotropy of 
the basement rock (?).

The phase curves (ф) (Figs. 5 and 6) — except for their short period 
parts characterizing the near-surface structures — can hardly be separated

Fig. 5. Phase curves corresponding to Rhomax (<pmax) (See abbreviations in Table I)
5. ábra. Rhomax-пак megfelelő fázisgörbék (ершах) görbék (L. a rövidítéseket az I. táblázatban)

Fig. 6. Phase curves corresponding to Rhomin (cpmin) (See abbreviations in Table I)
6. ábra. Rhomin-пек megfelelő fázisgörbék ((pmin) görbék (L. a rövidítéseket az I. táblázatban)
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from each other. The maximum phase curve of Litke (cpmax) is an outlier 
rising out from the group with its higher values in the whole period range 
due to the crustal conductor of the Paleozoic basement of the Gemericum. In 
the southern part of the Geotraverse, in the foreground of the Békés graben, 
the phase curves of measuring sites 1 and 4 start to increase at shorter periods 
than the other curves doubtless under the influence of distortion. (These phase 
curves gave the very low resistivity values of the asthenosphere when using 
1-D inversion.)

The values of the q>min curves belonging to the Rhomin direction are 
greater than those of (pmax curves indicating the lower resistivities in the layer 
section (sediment, basement rock) in this direction.

b) The direction o f Zxy max (or Rhomax): aRhomax

Figure 7a, b, c shows the a Rhomaxdirections at periods 9, 100 and 900 s. 
Their general tendencies are summarized in rose diagrams (Fig. 8). At Г=9 s 
the a Rhom ax directions almost equally cover the whole quarter between north 
and east. This character dominates the whole profile. As the average 
resistivity of the sediment is about 4.9 fim, this directionality characterizes 
the upper ~3 km of the sedimentary cover. The deeper structures modify this 
effect therefore there is a strong change in the directionality from 100 s first 
of all in the southern part of the Geotraverse in the Békés graben and in its 
northern foreground where the northern direction becomes dominant (see the 
rose diagrams at 100 and 900 s in Fig. 8). When comparing this directionality 
with that observed in the area of the Transdanubian conductivity anomaly, 
some regionality in the MT anisotropy in the Pannonian Basin [ÁDÁM 1969] 
can be concluded doubtless in connection with E.NE —W.SW tectonic lines 
(mainly strike slips) as is shown by HORVÁTífs [1993] ‘Neogene tectonic 
map’ (Fig. 9). There is no change in the direction in the central part of the 
Geotraverse. It remains stable in the whole period range (about NE—SW).

Figure 50 in D Ö V É N Y f s  [1994] dissertation shows the major stress 
directions measured around the Pannonian Geotraverse (Fig. 10). In the 
southern part of the Great Hungarian Plain the major stress is directed to 
N.NE—S.SW, but in its central part there is a rotation towards the east. 
Similar tendencies can be observed in the Rhomax directions (see Fig. 7c for 
T= 900 s). As the Rhomax directions are determined by the structural 
inhomogeneities of the basin, one may suppose that they have been generated
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Fig. 8. Directions of the аюютах at 900, 100 and 9 s shown by rose diagrams 
8. ábra. oiRhomax iránya 900, 100 és 9 s-nál

by the same stresses as those observed by DÖVÉNYI It is emphasized once 
more that while in the southern part of the country the Rhomax directions 
(a Rhomax) change with period (see Figs 7a, b, c and the rose diagrams in 
Fig. 8), in PGT’s central part the directions are stable about NE—SW 
independently of the periods. As the penetration depth of MT fields depends 
on the period, in PGT’s central part the surface structure has a deep root 
determining thus a stable current direction (canalization) and MT anisotropy. 
It is questionable whether this phenomenon is in any way linked with the 
collision of the two microplate of the middle of the Pannonian Basin.

The pseudosections were constructed by using the GEOTOOLS MT 
program system with an input of the impedance values ‘ry ’ corresponding to 
Rh°max’ and its phase; ‘yx ’ to Rhomin and its phase, 

a) The phase (PH) pseudosections are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 as a fonction 
of the logarithm of the frequency. The minimum values of the PHXY

5. Pseudosections
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ionian Basin and the surrounding Alpine-Carpathian-Di- 
; some of the main faults are as follows: В = Balaton line; 
ne; D = Dráva line; Da=Darnó line; De=Derecske line; 
iósjenő line; He =  Hernád line; I = Idrija line; K=Kapos 
=Murán line; Ma=Mecsekalja line; MD =Mölltal-Drau- 
riadriatic (Insubric) line; Po=Pottendorf line; S=Sava 
inberg line; ST= South Transylvanian line; TR=Telegdi- 
n line [Horváth 1993]

■zó Alpi-Kárpáti és Dinári hegységek miocén tektonikai 
:s(vető)vonalakat jelölik:B=Balaton vonal; BV=Bogdan 
Dráva vonal; Da=Darnó vonal; De —Derecske vonal; 
i-Diósjenő vonal; He=Hernád vonal; I = Idrija vonal; 
=Lab vonal; M = Murán vonal; Ma = Mecsekalja vonal ; 
Mürz vonal; PA=Periadriatic (Insubric) vonal; Po=Pot- 
lachtal-Ennstal vonal; S t= Steinberg vonal; ST=South 
zonal; Za = Zagreb vonal; Ze=Zemplén vonal [Horváth
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Fig. 10. Major stress direction in Hungary after Dövényi [1994]. The small lines show the di
rection of maximum horizontal major stress determined by different techniques 

10. ábra. A fő feszültségi irányok Magyarországon Dövényi szerint [1994]. A kis vonalak a 
különböző technikával meghatározott maximális vízszintes főfeszültségeket jelzik

pseudosection shift to the lower frequencies (longer periods) from north 
(on the left side) towards south (on the right side), i.e. the greatest 
sediment thickness of the Békés graben. The phase values greater than 
45° appear at about T= 1000 s indicating the conducting asthenosphere. 
In the foreground of the Békés graben a double synclinal structure with 
high phase values at about T =  10 s hints at the roughness of the 3-D 
basement structure. This phenomenon is an indication that EM distortion 
is to be expected in the structure of the asthenosphere.
In the PHYX phase pseudosection the high frequency, i.e. near-surface, 
‘image’ is more varied than in the case of the PHXY section. The 
minimum phase values corresponding to the sedimentary basin are 
greater, especially in the Békés graben (see sites 6 and Gy 94) than in 
PHXY. The high phase values indicating the asthenosphere around 60° 
in Fig. 12 appear at shorter periods hence the PHYX curves give a 
shallower asthenosphere depth than the PHXY ones, 

b) The Rho pseudosections show the upper sedimentary cover by low 
resistivity values at the highest frequencies. The Rhoxy (Rhoinax)
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pseudosection — (Fig. 13) approximating the quasi ß-polarization — 
better expresses the basin structure (see in Figs. 1 and 2). The Earth’s 
crust is represented by high resistivities. The low resistivity of the 
asthenosphere begins to appear at T= 104 s first of all at the northern part 
of the Geotraverse. The role of different distortions (especially the S 
effect) will be treated later. At the southern end of the PGT in the Békés 
graben and its foreground the mentioned double deep synclinal structure 
is represented by low resistivities. This rugged basement structure is 
illustrated by the quasi E- polarized Rhoyx pseudosection, too (Fig. 14), 
but more distorted than in the case of Rhoxy. The induction (side) effect 
can be observed, for example in the area of the Northern Hungarian 
Central Range. In the Békés graben the resistivity values do not increase 
above 10 fim  at long periods. On the Rhoyx section the low resistivity 
asthenosphere is indicated at about Г=3.103 s. As in the case of 2-D 
structures the E-polarized sounding curves give more reliable or less 
distorted depth values to the top of conductivity formations, the Rhoyx 
pseudosection approximating this polarization may inform about the 
position of the asthenosphere in the Pannonian Basin, if the EM distortion 
of the 3-D structure did not disturb it. In the latter case, both extreme 
sounding curves are distorted. As a typical example for this effect the 3-D 
modelling of the Békés graben will be shown [ÁD Á M  et al. 1993].

6. 1-D layer sequences, their profile and MT distortions

First the 1-D layer sequence was determined from the extreme MT 
curves by S t e in e r ’s [1989] 1-D inversion program using the LI or L2 norm. 
At the northern end of the Geotraverse, at the sites Litke (Li) and Zabar (Za) 
above the Paleozoic basement of the Gemericum, graphitic formations cause 
conductivity anomalies in the upper crust with decreasing conductance 
towards the south. The conducting layer in the middle and lower crust can 
only be supposed beneath the thick sediment cover of the Great Hungarian 
Plain. A weak indication on the conductor could be obtained by the Bostick 
transformation along the additional profile to the PGT [ÁDÁM et al. 1989].

Apart from these crustal conductors, the lithosphere along the PGT can 
be simplified to a 3 layer case with sediment on the surface, conducting 
asthenosphere at its bottom, and resistive lithosphere in the middle.
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Fig. 11. Phase pseudosections of RhomaxC*}’) along the Pannonian Geotraverse (PGT1)
11. ábra. A Rhomax (xy)-hoz tartozó fázis pszeudoszelvény a Pannon Geotraverz (PGT1) mentén
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Fig. 12. Phase pseudosections of RhOminCy*) along the Pannonian Geotraverse (PGT1)
12. ábra. A RhOmin (yx)-hoz tartozó fázis pszeudoszelvény a Pannon Geotraverz (PGT1) mentén
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Fig. 13. RhOmax(Rhoxy) pseudosection along the Pannonian Geotraverse (PGT1)
13. ábra. A Rhomax (Rhoxy) pszeudoszelvény a Pannon Geotraverz (PGT1) mentén
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Fig. 14. RhOmin(Rhoyx) pseudosection along the Pannonian Geotraverse (PGT1)
14. ábra. A Rhomin(Rhoyx) pszeudoszelvény a Pannon Geotraverz (PGT1) mentén
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As the sounding curves start only after some seconds, there is no 
possibility as mentioned to divide the sediment cover into individual layers. 
The conductance (S-value) of the sediment, or — from other geologi- 
cal/geoelectrical information, — the average resistivity and the thickness of 
the sediment can be determined. The detailed study of the basin structure in 
Hungary is the task of the ELGI and MOL, hence our investigation aimed 
first of all at determining the lithosphere-asthenosphere structure taking into 
account the EM distortion caused by the geological noise.

Table I  includes the depth values of the crustal and mantle (astheno- 
sphere) conductors obtained from 1-D formal inversion. Fig. 15 connects the 
1-D layer sequences obtained from Rhomjn (quasi ТЕ mode, E-polarized) 
curves; Fig. 16 is the same for Rhomax (quasi TM model, B- polarized) curves.

The average depth of the asthenosphere determined by Rhomin curves 
(Fig. 15) is 48.5+13.3 km calculated from 15 data. The asthenosphere 
beneath two local deep 3-D subbasins is apparently updoming (mantle 
plume?). Towards the Békés graben from the Túrkeve-Csodaballa (T—Cs) 
MT site to MT site 3, the depth of the asthenosphere gradually decreases then 
at site 4 it apparently crosses the crust-mantle boundary similarly to site 7 
due to EM distortions. At these points the apparent depth is less than 20 km. 
A similar phenomenon can be observed below the other deep subbasin around 
Kerecsend (Ke) (see the sedimentary basin of low resistivity on the Rhoxy 
pseudosection). There is no essential difference in the resistivity of the 
asthenosphere in the northern and southern parts of the Geotraverse, where 
it does not reach 10 fim. The greater values around 10 fim appear in the 
middle section of the PGT. The average resistivity is 5.4+4.7 fim (without 
the values of those sites where the apparent depth of the conductive basement 
is shallower than 30 km). The apparent upwelling of the conducting basement 
(asthenosphere) beneath the 3-D subbasin is known as a consequence of EM 
distortion (geological noise). This effect has been studied in connection with 
the 3-D Békés graben by Price thin sheet modelling [ÁDÁM  et al. 1993] as 
already mentioned here, based on BERDICHEVSKYand D M ITR IE V ’S [1976] 
earlier theoretical results (Fig. 17). This apparent updoming of the astheno
sphere appears on the quasi 5-polarized (TM mode) Rhomax profile, too 
(Fig. 16).

If one omits the Rhomin depth values less than 40 km which are assumed 
to be distorted, then for the average depth of the asthenosphere one gets 
58.2±8.8 km.
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Site
(with abbreviation)

RhOmin
crust mantle

RhOmax
crust mantle

Year

Litke (Li) 7.9
(2913 S)

34.1 64.2 1994

Zabar (Za) 16.5
(1000 S)

40.5 16.0
c\

68.5 1987
(Zj U Oj

Váraszó (Va) 60.0 20.8 
(50 S)

66.3 1987

Terpes ( Те) 10.1 
(500 S)

200.0 1987

Verpelét (Ve) 12.2 34.6 125.6 1988
Kerecsend (Ke) 19 ? 26.1 ? 1988
Kömlő (Kő) 65.5 23.5 ? 1988
Tomajraonostora (Tm) 17.5

(200 S)
63.5 17.5 

(180 S)
65.3 1987

Tiszagyenda (T) 65.3 135.3 1988
Bánhalma (B) 58.2 85.5 1989
T-Csodaballa (T-Cs) 17.5 

(200 S)
68.5 17.5 

(200 S)
64.5 1987

Kősziget (1) 56.2 176.1 1989
Körösladány (2) 46.3 106.1 1989
Köröstarcsa (3) 30.9 89.0 1989
Mezőberény (4) 19.6 ? 136.0 1989
Békés (5) 36.6 76.0 1988
Gyula 94 (Gy 94) 35.4 59.6 (216) 1994
Gyula 89 (6) 31.1 58.0 1989
Elek (7) 18.5 ? 78.2 1988

Table 1. Apparent depth to the top of CA’s (1-D inversion) (with crustal conductance in [5])

I. táblázat. A jólvezető formációk mélysége (1-D inverzió alapján) (a kéregbeli jólvezető hori
zontális vezetőképességével [S]-ben)
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16. Results of 1-D inversions as a layer profile derived from Rhomax curves 
16. ábra. A Rhomax görbék 1-D inverziójával nyert rétegszelvény
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Fig. 17. Berdichevsky and Dmitriev’s (1976) 3-D model (conducting embedding) and 

its effect on the quasi E (p*y) and S-polarized pyx) MTS curves. a/b = 2, c r j / a f  =16,

li2lhi =20. p) and p f  are sounding curves belonging to 1-D layer sequences inside (i) and at
the border (e) of the embedding

17. ábra. Berdichevsky és Dmitriev [1976] 3-D modellje (jólvezető beágyazás) és ст{ és a et

szondázási görbék, amelyek az 1-D rétegsorhoz tartoznak a beágyazódáson belül (t) és annak
határán (e)

The 1-D layer model based on quasi S-polarized (TM mode) Rhomax 
curves (Fig. 16) generally gives greater asthenospheric depths than those 
derived from Rhomin curves (Fig. 15). The indication of the crustal and mantle 
conductor is in this case — corresponding to the S-polarization — weaker. 
Using all 17 data the average apparent depth calculated is 91.7±46.4 km; the 
resistivity of the mantle condutor is 30.4± 19.1 £2m. The higher resistivity 
values (-40-50 Qm) appear on the northern part of the PGT, the lower ones 
(-25 £2m) in the southern part in connection with the earlier mentioned 
regionality.

Figure 16 shows a more rugged surface of the conducting basement 
(asthenosphere) in the mantle than Fig. 15. Beneath the deep 3-D subbasins
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(Békés graben and area of Kerecsend (Ke) and Komló (Kő)) there is an 
apparent updoming similarly to Fig. 15. The depths greater than 100 km 
appear at the rims of the local deepening of the basin (subbasins), i.e. in the 
‘horsts’ — for example at sites 1 and 4, where the Rhomax direction rotates 
with period and the resistivities of the asthenosphere derived by 1-D inversion 
are extremely low values (0.7 and 0.01 fim). Both sites lie at the elevation 
between two subbasins as can well be seen on the pseudosections. According 
to Fig. 18 after Berdichevsky and D mitriev [1976], the conducting 
basement has an apparent deepening on the В polarized sounding curves due 
to the galvanic distortion (5-effect) of these horsts. If the depth values greater 
than 100 km are omitted, the average of 11 data is 70.5±9.8 km for Rhomax 
curves. In this case the difference in the asthenospheric depth between the 
two quasi undistorted data sets is only about 10 km.

It is questionable wether the origin of the local apparent updoming of 
the conducting basement beneath the 3-D subbasins can be fully explained 
by galvanic distortion (5-effect). This apparent updoming asthenosphere may 
include a real elevation component, too, as a weakened remnant of the 
Miocene mantle plume — as was first shown by POSGAYet al. [1992] on the 
basis of a study of the deep reflexion seismic results in this area. The density 
increase in the crust corresponding to the mantle plume has been traced by 
the gravity (and magnetic anomaly) map by N emesi and Stomfai [1992] 
and Kovácsvölgyi [1995]. Posgay et al. [1995] confirmed later their 
fundamental statement, i.e. the mantle plume below the Békés graben 
probably includes the updoming of the asthenosphere, too, with new curved 
reflection seismic horizons. Nevertheless, the asthenosphere being a thermal 
horizon (representing ~1200°C) certainly was at a higher position than at 
present and deepened after its updoming in the Miocene due to cooling and 
without further heat impulses, while the dense mantle peridotite of the plume 
remains as a wedge in the crust causing a gravity/magnetic anomaly.

In an attempt to ascertain the real situation 3-D forward modelling was 
carried out by Wannamaker  et al. ’s [1984] programme taking the conduct
ing asthenosphere to be at a depth of 60 km (average depth in the Pannonian 
Basin). The depth isolines of the Békés graben are shown in Fig. 19; the 
geoelectric 3-D model — derived from VARGA and RÁNER[1990] 2-D layer 
section in the Békés graben —• with the meshes for computation is illustrated 
in Fig. 20. Figure 21 gives the apparent depth values of the asthenosphere 
calculated from the model sounding curves by 1-D inversion, along a profile 
corresponding to the PGT. According to this latter figure, the apparent depth
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Fig. 18. E- and ß-polarized curves above a hörst model as a function of relative distance from 
the centre of the hörst. Parameters for ß-polarized (Transversal) MTS curves: рг/pi =°°;

рз/pi =0; h[/h*  =0.1; h \jh [  =20; b /h f  =4; curves are digitized by |y|/fcf .Parameters

for ß-polarized (Longitudinal) MTS curves: рг/pt =°°; рз/pi =0; h[/h\ =0.05; hj j h \  =20;

L/h\ = 1; curves are digitized by |y| j h \  [Berdichevsky and Dmitriev 1976)

18. ábra. E és В polarizációs görbék egy kiemelkedés felett a kiemelkedés közepétől való távol
ság függvényében. А В polarizációs (transzverzális) MTSz görbe paraméterei: рг/рt =°°;

рз/pi =0; h \ /h f  =0,1; /tf/Zif =20; L //if  =4; a görbék \y \/h f -vei vannak digitalizálva. Az

E  polarizációs görbék paraméterei: b / h ‘ = 1 ; digitalizálási köz: |y|/ h f  
[Berdichevsky és Dmitriev 1976]
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UO km >|

Fig. 19. Depth isolines in kilometers from the basement of the Békés graben simplified from
the isopach map

19. ábra. A Békési árok medencealjzatának mélység izovonalai km-ben (egyszerűsítve izopach
térkép alapján)

40 km

□ П
1.5 22 6

Fig. 20. Conductance meshes of the 3-D forward modelling representing the Békés graben 
20. ábra. 3-D modellezés horizontális vezetőképesség hálója a Békési árokra
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site
Fig. 21. Apparent depth to the conducting asthenosphere along a profile corresponding to the 
PGT derived by 1-D inversion from the results of 3-D Békés forward modelling (oriented by 

the magnetic strike (□ ) and its perpendicular direction (*))
21. ábra. A jólvezető asztenoszféra látszólagos mélysége a PGTl-nek megfelelő szelvény men

tén 3-D modellezés ereménygörbéiből 1-D inverzióval meghatározva (□  a mágneses csapás
irányában, * rá merőlegesen)

decrease of the asthenosphere in the centre of the 3-D graben is about 20 km 
(from 60 km to 40 km) due to galvanic distortion supposing that the 
geoelectric model of the 3-D sedimentary basin (graben) is correct and the 
error of the calculation can be neglected. If these latter conditions are fulfilled, 
and the apparent asthenospheric depth is less than 40 km in the Békés graben, 
— as indeed it is (31.1-36.6 km and site 7 18.5 km!) — the statement can be 
allowed that beneath the 3-D subbasins of the Great Hungarian Plain along 
the PGT the asthenosphere even nowadays is in an elevated position based 
on gravity, magnetic and seismic data and the corrected heat flow [S z a f i á n  
et al. 1994]. Further support for this statement would doubtlessly be provided 
by further 3-D modelling with more accurate surface geoelectric structure.
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7. Results of the 2-D inversions

The 2-D inversion of the MT data of PGT was carried out by two 
programs: by the RRI code of SMITH and BOOKER [1991] and by GEO
TOOLS 2-D Occam inversion [CONSTABLE et al. 1987].

The RRI code is characterized by JlRACEK[1995] in the following way: 
‘The method is very fast because it is iterative and approximates the horizontal 
derivatives of the electric and magnetic fields with their values from the 
previous iteration. The inverse problem at each site becomes essentially 
uncoupled 1-D ones followed by interpolation between sites prior to 2-D 
forward calculations for the next iteration. The number of floating point 
multiplications can be reduced by a factor of 100 compared to standard 2-D 
inversion. Inverse models derived by the RRI method are smooth, minimum 
structure ones that minimize the mean square of a function involving the 2-D 
Laplacian of the logarithm of the conductivity.’ A comparison of this RRI 
method with the Occam one is given in the Appendix.

Both inversions with Rhomax and Rhomin curves — i.e. those of SMITH 
and BOOKER[1991] (Figs. 22 and 23), and the Occam ones (Figs. 24 and 25) 
— show practically similar features in the resistivity distribution for crust 
and mantle as do the resistivity sections obtained by 1-D inversion for the 
same extreme sounding curves (Figs. 15 and 16). Beneath the deep 3-D 
subbasins the asthenosphere is shown in an elevated position by these 
inversions, too. Only with the help of 3-D modelling (or 3-D inversion?) can 
it be estimated how much is the real elevation from this apparent one, as has 
been attempted for the Békés graben.

The 2-D models calculated from Rhomax and Rhorajn curves are essen
tially different concerning the depth of the asthenosphere (conducting base
ment). In the case of the Rhomax curve the Occam inversion — which identified 
the asthenosphere with a resistivity less than 32 Qm — gives about 
100-110 km for the depth apart from the deep subbasins. The inversion of 
R h°m in curves resulted in a shallower asthenosphere, which is identified in 
this case by a resistivity less than 15.8 Qm.

As might well have been expected, the 2-D inversion did not eliminate 
the distortion effect of the 3-D subbasins (grabens), therefore 2-D models 
may include a false layer structure due to the galvanic distortions. The correct 
and detailed deep geoelectric structure of the Pannonian Basin could only be 
determined by using the 3-D inversion technique if this latter were to be 
elaborated by the EM induction community. Nevertheless, at present the
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Fig. 24. 2-D Occam inversion results of the Rhomax curves

24. ábra. 2-D Occam inverzióval a Rhomax görbék alapján nyert ellenállásszelvény
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Fig. 25. 2-D Occam inversion results of the Rhomin curves 

25. ábra. 2-D Occam inverzióval a Rhomin görbék alapján nyert ellenállásszelvény
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average asthenospheric depth and the anisotropy deduced from the extreme 
sounding curves carry fundamental physical information for the crust and 
mantle of the Pannonian Basin.

8. Conclusions: physical relationships

a) Geothermal relationships

Since the interpretation of the first deep MT soundings in the Pannonian 
Basin in the early sixties it has been known [ÁDÁM 1963, 1965] that the 
asthenosphere in the Pannonian Basin — which corresponds to the partial 
melting of the mantle peridotite — is in an elevated position (updoming) 
relative to that of the surrounding old tectonic units (e.g. East European 
Platform, Variscan belts) and is closely linked with their heat flow, i.e. with 
the Earth’s inner temperature. This statement is supported nowadays by 2-D 
magnetotelluric sections crossing the young and old tectonic belts [HJELTand 
KÓRJA 1993].

The average ‘undisturbed’ asthenospheric depth determined for the 
Pannonian Basin — i.e. 58.2 and 70.5 km — can be described by ÁDÁM’s 
[1976, 1978] empirical relationship between the asthenospheric depth and the 
regional heat flow {Fig. 26). The average depth, i.e. 58.2 km, deduced from 
the quasi E-polarized Rhomjn curves better corresponds to the regional heat 
flow in the Pannonian Basin.

b) Are there conductive asthenospheric (mantle) plumes below the 3-D
deep subbasins?

As mentioned, the crustal/mantle anomaly i.e. the mantle plume below 
the Békés graben, was first detected by the deep seismic reflection measure
ments of PoSGAYet al. [1992] and later confirmed using a more sophisticated 
technique. Their curved seismic horizons hint at the possible upwelling of 
the asthenosphere, too. The nearsurface position of the remains of the 
Miocene dense mantle peridotite (?) is modelled by gravity and magnetic 
computations by NEMESI and STOMFAI [1992] and KOVÁCSVÖLGYI [1995]. 
Concerning the position of the asthenosphere representing the temperature
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Fig. 26. Empirical relation between the asthenospheric depth and regional heat flow
[Ádám 1978]

26. ábra. Tapasztalati összefüggés az asztenoszféra mélysége és a regionális hőáram között
[Ádám 1978]

of the solidus of the peridotite and hence partially molten material, the 
magnetotelluric method has a decisive role. Nevertheless, the question in the 
title can only be answered by taking into account the EM distortion theory 
and the 2-D and 3-D modelling results.

As concluded, the apparent asthenospheric depths less than the distorted 
40 km (see Fig. 21) (18-35 km by 1-D inversion) may prove the present 
elevation of the remains of the electric asthenosphere, too, not only below 
the Békés graben but the other 3-D subbasin — the so called Jászság 
subsidence in the region of Kerecsend (Ke) and Kömlő (Kő). Hence the 
regional mantle diapir of the Pannonian Basin may have some smaller 
shallower parts (plumes) beneath the strong local deepening of the basin due 
certainly to the uneven extension of the Pannonian Basin. In view of this 
investigation of the other deep subbasins of the Pannonian Basin could be of 
interest, among them, for example, the Rába graben in the Little Hungarian 
Plain (Danube Basin) where the dense peridotite is also in an elevated 
position. In this respect one should mention BlELlK’s [1991] gravity studies 
which generalize the crustal upwelling dense material for almost all exten- 
sional deep subbasins of the Pannonian Basin.
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Appendix

Both applied inversion algorithms are based on the linearization of the 
direct problem and in both cases the smooth models are preferred. For the 
inversion a good initial model is needed. As a result of the iteration steps the 
model is modified in such a way that the difference between the measured 
and theoretical data belonging to the approximative model will continually
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decrease. In other words: the theoretical data will more and more approximate 
the measured data.

In the case of the RRI technique [Smith and Booker 1991] the solution 
of the direct problem is given by using the method of finite differences. Here 
the inversion needs measuring results in the horizontal direction at each point 
of the grid. This can be achieved with iteration. The iteration step or each 
measuring point can be described by a one-dimensional problem:

Ad  «  F Am, ( a l )

where d  is a vector of size nd. It contains the measured data at the given measuring 
site, m is a vector of dimension l. It contains the conductance values below the 
given site, F is a matrix of size ndxl, nd is the number of data, / is the horizontal 
size of the grid.

At first glance the RRI technique appears to be nothing more than a series 
of one-dimensional inversions but in fact this is not the case since matrix F 
describing the relationship between the change of model parameters (i.e. the 
conductivities) and the change of measured data at the given site depends on 
the whole two-dimensional model. For this reason the inversion results at 
different sites cannot evolve independently of each other. The main aim with 
the RRI technique is not the minimization of the norm

I H  ■  F H I ’  (a2)

but, rather, it is the solution of the equation

Ad  -  e = F Am. (a3)

It means that instead of striving to obtain the best adjustment, the 
algorithm selects the smoothest version from several theoretical models, 
having the same difference between the measured and theoretical data.

e is a prefixed vector of errors, decreasing continually with the iteration 
process. Better adjustments and smoother models in the case of a given ß are 
given automatically by minimization of function W:

W  = ( R m - c ) T ( R m - c )  + f i ë Të  , (a4)

where R is a smoothing matrix of ndxl, c is a vector of size nd.
The other inversion technique, the so called Occam inversion [deGroot- 

HEDLIN and CONSTABLE 1990], is a true 2-D inversion based on the 
minimization of function U as follows:
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U(in) = R(m) + n "’í  d(aJ  -  FAmj -  X.2 (a5)

where R is the smoothing function, p '1 is the Lagrange multiplier, D is a diagonal 
tensor for weighting the measured data, X* is the expected value of the measuring 
errors, F is a Jacobian matrix of size MxN, M —n^p, N —pl, p  is the number of 
gridpoints in direction y.

Vector in contains the whole set of model parameters, while all the 
measured data are contained in vector d. In the case of the Occam inversion 
[CONSTABLE et al. 1987] the direct problem is solved by using the finite 
element technique. One iteration step at a SUN 10 workstation can be as long 
as several hours whereas the RRI method needs only several minutes.

The origin of this difference comes partly from the fact that with the RRI 
the direct problem should be solved only once, while the Occam inversion 
computes it several times. The other reason is the difference between the 
sizes of the matrices. For the RRI case a significantly smaller problem is 
solved at p  times, where the size of the matrix is

M=n

N=l.

In order to have not too big a number of model parameters, the Occam 
inversion makes it possible to reduce the number of cells belonging to certain 
sites of the grid in the direct problem.The contracted cells have the same 
model parameter. For this reason the Occam inversion models consist of 
larger blocks than the RRI ones.

Köpenyfeláramlás vagy EM torzulás a Pannon medencében? - 
(A Pannon Geotraverz mentén mért mély magnetotellurikus (MT) 

szondázások inverziója)

Ádám Antal, Szakra László, Prácser Ernő, Varga Géza

Az ÉNy-DK-i irányú Pannon Geotraverz mentén az elmúlt 8 év során mért 19 hosszú 
periódusú magnetotellurikus szondázás eredményeit ismerteti a tanulmány.

Az adatgyűjtő rendszer és feldolgozó módszer rövid ismertetése után a mért és értelmezett 
adatokat mutatja be, amelyek tájékoztatnak mind a litoszféra-asztenoszféra mélyszerkezetéről, 
mint a terület medence-szerkezetéről.
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A szondázási görbék 1-D és különböző 2-D inverziója (Occam és RRI) alapján az alábbi 
következtetések vonhatók le:

1. Az asztenoszférát átlagosan — az asztenoszféra mélysége és a regionális hőáram közötti 
összefüggésnek és egyéb kapcsolatos információknak megfelelően — 50-70 km mélységben jelzik 
a szondázási görbék típusuktól és a számításba vett mérési helyüktől függően.

2. Bár a felszínközeli elektromos inhomogenitások eltorzítják az MT görbéket, kikövet
keztethető, hogy a keskeny, mély extenziós 3-D medencerészeken, mint amilyen a Békési árok is, 
a jólvezető asztenoszféra felemelkedik mintegy 40 km mélységig. Ezt valószínűsíti a gravitációs 
és az újabb szeizmikus mérések által észlelt nagy sűrűségű köpenyanyag-megemelkedés is.

3. A Pannon medencében szinte mindenütt jelentkező és eléggé állandó jellegű magnetotel- 
lurikus anizotrópia szerkezeti inhomogenitásoknak tulajdonítható.


